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Abstract
We develop and describe a framework for research in a particular segment of digital advertising. Internet
Advertising Paid Slots and Spaces (IAPS) is a neologism and work almost like a stock exchange for
buying and selling advertising in various formats on designated spaces around web and make a
significant contribution to Internet advertising revenues. These paid spaces were found to encompass
diverse areas of Internet advertising that include search engine marketing, social media advertising and
display advertising. Given the complexity of the modern digital advertising eco system, this literature
review seeks to provide clarity, up-to-date knowledge and ongoing insights into Internet advertising
channels, for managers making investment decisions in this context.
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1.1 Introduction
With the creation of the World Wide Web and the Internet perhaps the most influential inventions since
the printing press, the world has entered a new era (Hoffman, 2000). These technologies have radically
transformed how companies do business, and especially the methods they use to increase awareness of
their product and services. The advertising paradigm is now shifting from traditional advertising medium
(TV, outdoor, direct marketing etc.) to more a digital-centric approach and advertisers are investing
increasingly in digital at the expense of those traditional formats. The latest data show that this shift is
accelerating more rapidly than expected, in the US where digital will takeover TV ad spending for the
first time this year (eMarketer, 2016).Online video platforms have relative advantage in compatibility and
ease of use, which decrease the likelihood of using television(Cha,2013)
But what accounts for this mass shift of paradigm? Internet advertising offers precise location-based
targeting, and data-driven user’s profiling, segmenting the target market according to preferences, likes
and hobbies, as well as retargeting, easy interpretation of results, and more reasonable pricing models.
These are unique attributes that are not offered by traditional media before; according to (Scott, 2010),
companies that previously bought expensive advertising media like TV or outdoor advertising can now
achieve more precise targeting at relatively lower cost.
Online advertising began in 1994, when the web magazine HotWired sold a banner ad to AT&T and
displayed the ad on its web page (Kaye and Medoff, 2001). Today, managers rely heavily on digital
marketing to build their brand, taking the view that this approach also helps them to get to know their

customers and to detect or anticipate negative client or market reactions (Tiag Verı´ssimo, 2014). Other
benefits of digital marketing include the ease with which results can be tracked and monitored; rather
than conducting expensive user research, managers can quickly view user response rates and measure the
success of a marketing campaign in real-time, enabling more effective planning for the next campaign
(busineszone, 2015).

However, it is important for managers to maintain an overview of this ever-changing field based on upto-date knowledge of the relevant literature. Digital advertising deploys different technologies, and
diverse digital platforms in a convoluted eco-system of network players and new digital trends, which can
hinder understanding. While existing literature reviews important digital technologies such as social
media or search engine seeks to augment knowledge across broad subject area, it lacks clear boundaries
to distinguishing different stream of relevant research.
The objective of the present literature review, then, is to attempt a synthesis of previous studies of digital
advertising. In the interests of clarity, the review is built on well-defined boundaries and addresses only
paid advertised web spaces appearing on laptops or desktops. This paid form of advertising, usually
found in the upper, lower, or left side of a given webpage. By definition, this relates more to advertising
than to marketing, as marketing can also include unpaid elements such as friend referrals or search engine
optimization. To set these boundaries, the review summarizes the literature as a whole in different
categories and then further expands on the results in each category to help managers to comprehend the
complex ecosystem of digital advertising.
On this boundary when Authors expanded, they interestingly found that mostly paid digital advertising
components consist of digital advertising spaces (IAPS) found around different areas of websites. IAPS
on websites comprehensively covers almost all sections of digital advertising like e.g. search engine
advertising, social media advertising or display advertising. From industry point of view; it’s important
because most of the digital advertising is happening in this paid form. For an example, social media giant
Facebook, earns most of its revenues from digital display ads. According to (emarketer, 2016) Facebook
will capture $10.29 billion in display ad revenues in 2016.

1.2 Theoretical Background
Within the more generic and broader term Internet marketing, this paper deals exclusively with Internet
advertising—that is, any paid form of non-personal presentation or promotion of goods, services, or ideas
by an identified sponsor (Kotler, 1984). Usually found in the upper, lower, or left side of a webpage,
IAPS should not be confused with banner advertising, which is a domain within this broader category.
This particular niche is an appropriate focus for research, as most of the academic literature centers on

this particular area without naming it; from an advertising perspective, IAPS currently account for most
of the industry’s revenues.

1.3 Research on Digital Advertising
Since its inception in the 1990s, digital advertising (DA) has only recently attracted wide academic
interest, with almost 68.5% of the relevant research published in the last eight years (Nadia et al., 2013).
No previous literature review has covered IAPS beyond generally discussing Internet marketing as a
whole. Some industries are built on academic research; in the case of DA, it is the other way around.
In a review of the relevant literature from 1987 to 2000, Ngai (2003) identified 270 articles on Internet
marketing, averaging 19 articles per year. From 2001 to 2004, an additional 639 such articles were
published, representing an 843% increase over the period 1987–2000 (Schibrowsky et al., 2007; Nadia et
al., 2013). In another review, Corley et al. (2013) analyzed and classified a total of 411 articles and found
that business models of internet marketing appeared in 41% of these. Other categories included the future
of research strategies (4%), the Internet advertising landscape (80%), commercial exploitation of web 2.0
(16%), and evaluation of online performance (9%). Other important topics include online ethics, auction
fraud, piracy, Customer Relationship Management (CRM) systems, marketing initiatives and financial
performance, and Internet marketing architectures. In table 1, Nadia et al., 2013 depicted overall 75%
increase in no of publications as compared to previous decade (from 1993 to 2004) among various topics
of Internet marketing.
Table1: Two decades of internet marketing research 1993-2012 (Source: Nadia et al., 2013)
Topic Area

1993–2004

2005–2012

Total Articles
Published

Consumer Behavior
Social Media Networks
Internet Strategy
Communication
Business to Business
Product/brand
Distribuution
Pricing
Research Issues
Political Legal
others
Total

218(24 %)
9(1 %)
208 (23 %)
163 (18 %)
60 (7 %)
16 (2 %)
49(5 %)
29 (3 %)
48(5 %)
63 (7 %)
39 (4 %)
902

520 (27 %)
342 (17 %)
303 (15 %)
274 (14 %)
30 (2 %)
61 (3 %)
107( 5 %)
90( 5 %)
63 (3 %)
96(( 5 %)
71 (4 %)
1957

738 (26 %)
351 (12 %)
511 (18 %)
437 (15 %)
90 (3 %)
77 (3 %)
156 (5 %)
119 (4 %)
111 (4 %)
159 (6 %)
110 (4 %)
2589

In the interests of more meaningful classification, the present review focuses specifically on Internet
advertising (rather than marketing) as applied to laptops and desktops. It was decided that this kind of
niche categorization is required because of the continuous inflow of new articles.

1.4 Research Methodology
The search methodology for this review proceeds from the more general to the more specific—that is,
from a broader to a more exact classification of the niche topic of Internet advertising. To this end, we
searched both horizontally (e.g., Google Scholar) and vertically (e.g., ScienceDirect, SAGE, Wiley,
Springer, Emerald, JSTOR, IEEE, Taylor & Francis, Inderscience). We found that each academic journal
tends to target some specific topic within the literature as a whole—for example, Marketing Science deals
more with search engine marketing while the Journal of Interactive Marketing focuses more on display
ads or the emergence of social media. It was therefore crucial to find the right balance among all these
sources because (unlike previous literature reviews that discussed all areas of IM) we are specifically
targeting the IAPS-related literature. In the first stage of the research, then, horizontal searches captured a
bird-eye view of the whole topic; for comprehensive coverage, each journal’s official website was also
searched.
As is common practice for database searches, a keyword approach was used to identify previously
published Internet marketing articles (Schibrowsky, 2007), using a combination of relevant search terms
like Digital Advertising, Internet Advertising, Social Media Advertising, Search Engine
Marketing/Advertising, Pay per Click, Display Advertising, and Banner Advertising. Again following
Schibrowsky, the abstract of each article was then reviewed for proximity to DA, and the article itself
was reviewed for its fit to our general domain boundary (i.e., IAPS). Because of the rapid changes in this
field of research, we considered mainly articles from 2009 onward and only a few articles prior to that
date. In addition, because of the interdisciplinary nature of this field, we searched for articles and
conference proceedings like ICDE conference, KDE conference, KDD, ACM SIGKDD, ADKDD 13,
WWW 2012 companions, and IEEE. During the vertical search, a number of related journals were
consulted, including the Journal of Interactive Advertising, Telematics and Informatics, Marketing
Science, Computers in Human Behavior, Electronic Commerce Research and Applications, International
Journal of Advertising, Journal of Research in Interactive Marketing, and Machine Learning.

1.5 Scope of the Research:
As mentioned previously, this study deals explicitly with IAPS. For effective and comprehensive results,
it was very important to define appropriate boundaries for the research domain. The review is also
device-specific, considering only advertising on desktops and laptops and ignoring other devices like
mobile phones. The included paid content can appear in different areas of a website.

1.6 Literature Classification and Framework
Following analysis of the relevant literature, conference papers and other accredited streams of
knowledge, certain similarities started to become evident in the content, and these informed the
subsequent organization of the IAPS literature into three main categories: 1) search engine advertising, 2)
display advertising, and 3) social media advertising. These three fields usually operate separately and are
considered mutually independent in terms of initial set up, campaign costing and pricing, results, and
network players. While the combined outcome contributes to a firm’s overall advertising objective, it is
worth noting that each component of the described model may contribute differently to the overall
effectiveness of an advertising campaign (Figure 1). Because each component gives a different
managerial yield, these domains can be deployed individually or collectively according to company
requirements. The three essentials of these domains, then, are effectiveness diversity, mutual
independence, and unique managerial yield, and their occurrence is the same for all three domains—in
other words, all can be true for one specific domain. These domains comprehensively map previous work
while at the same time drawing a visible boundary capturing only the relevant topic-related academic
content. These background elements enhance the classification’s practical viability and theoretical
comprehensiveness.
The first domain (search engine advertising) deals with advertising slots that appear against targeted
keywords on any search engine and is usually referred to as search engine marketing (SEM) or sponsored
search advertising (SSA) (Agarwal, 2008; Nadia, 2012). In SEM, advertisers bid against targeted
keywords through operational activities associated with participation in an auction: submitting the bid
and ad copy, and customizing bids and ad copies according to various factors (Amaldoss et al., 2016).
Much of the academic literature has been dedicated to this topic, and among the many competing search
engines, Google is usually seen as the case company for research.

Fig 1: IAPS, classification and details
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In the second domain (social media advertising), research on social media, and specifically on social
network sites (SNS), remains at an embryonic stage (Michaelidou et al., 2011). With 1.86 billion monthly
active users, Facebook has achieved huge popularity and, along with other major networks like Myspace,
accounts for more than 80% of SNS ads. The managerial significance of this category is not sales or lead
generation but branding attributes; indeed, many studies have noted the negative connotations of paid ads
on social media.
The third domain (display advertising or banner ads) can be considered classical, having been there from
the outset of Internet marketing. In this category, the publisher typically sells an ad (advertised slot on a
web page) to the advertiser on the basis of impressions or clicks. Over time, the increasing number of
players has made the display advertising ecosystem more complex. Key players include ad networks,
demand-side platforms, supply-side platforms, and ad exchanges. All of these network players have

evolved over time in response to the increasing complexity of buying and selling advertising spaces.
Real-time (a.k.a. programmatic) buying is among the most recent developments in this field.

1.7 Major Findings
In total, 75 relevant publication (68 journal articles and 7 conference proceedings) were included in this
review, sourced mainly from Elsevier and INFORMS, as well as from other key sources such as Emerald
and the American Marketing Association (see Fig 3). Among the more than 30 journals consulted, most
articles were taken from Marketing Science, Computers in Human Behavior, the Journal of Interactive
Advertising, Telematics and Informatics and the International Journal of Advertising. Most of those
articles (almost 94%) were from the period 2009–2016.It was established that 30% of the literature
related to sponsored search advertising, 25% related to display ads, 19% related to social media
advertising, and 7% related to general Internet marketing related topics.
In the domain of sponsored search advertising, the most important academic topics were the effects of
different ad positions (Agarawal et al., 2011; Chan and Park, 2015; Naravanan and Kalyanam, 2015);
agency compensation plans (Nadia et al., 2012); user click behavior (Kim et al., 2014); quality returns
and optimal bids (Nadia, 2015; Nadia and Skiera, 2012); and attribution strategy and other keyword
studies (Li et al., 2016; Jerath et al., 2014; Amaldoss et al., 2016; Shin, 2015; Rutz et al., 2011; Ji et al.,
2010; Lu and Zhao, 2014; Luo et al., 2010).
For display ads, the main topics discussed in the literature were types of display advert; speed, animation
and timing; type and content of ads yielding better performance (Andrea, 2011; Jacques et al., 2015;
Rosenkrans, 2009; Kang Li et al., 2015; Brown, 2002; Wang et al., 2013); real-time bidding (Zhang et al.,
2014; Yuan et al., 2013;Shalinda and Dutta, 2015); and retargeting (Bleier and Eisenbeiss,2105;
Dalessandro et al., 2014).
As compared to the two other domains, social media advertising was found to be one of the newest and
least researched topics. Important issues discussed in this domain included ad performance and
engagement (Barreto, 2013; Mauver and Wiegmann, 2011; Hensel and Deis, 2010; Soares and Pinho,
2014; Knoll, 2016; Yang et al., 2016; Duffet, 2014); measuring social media ROI and content type
(Hoffman and Fodor, 2010; Kim et al., 2014); Facebook consumer studies for better engagement and
consumer attitude (Hansson et al., 2013; Boateng and Okoe, 2015; Zhang and Mao, 2016); and electronic
word of mouth and branding (Lee et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2015).

Fig 2: Number of articles in each domain

The distribution of articles across different domains is shown in Figure 2. Most of the articles relate to
search engine advertising and display advertising while social media advertising occurs with least
frequency. This is not unexpected, given the recent emergence of studies on this topic.

1.8 Data Collection Methods
The most widely used research methods in the reviewed articles were sponsored search data,
experiments, questionnaires, and surveys (Figure 3). In general, the research methods used in each
domain followed a similar pattern; studies of SEM relied mostly on data from a search engine, from an
advertiser or third party website, or from an intermediary hired by the advertiser to manage campaigns on
their behalf. These data would usually consist of search logs, keyword combinations, and results from
previous campaigns. In the case of research on display advertising, surveys and questionnaires were the
most commonly used techniques. Studies of SMA were found to use experiments, online surveys, and
questionnaires. Some researchers collected data directly from category leaders such as Facebook or
Google. In general, the data collection method reflects the kind of results researcher are looking for. For
SEM, the most useful data are search logs, previously used keyword combinations, or results from
previous campaigns, perhaps on different search engines. For display advertising or SMA research; on
the other hand, experiments, surveys, and questionnaires are the more natural choice.

Fig 3: Data collection methods

1.9 Detail Findings for Each Category/Domain:
1.9.1 Sponsored Search Advertising:
Sponsored search advertising revolves around different stakeholders; including advertisers, users, and the
search engine itself (see Figure 4). In line with the existing literature, we adopted Google as the standard
search engine in studying sponsored search advertising as a whole; in reality, there are many search
engines operating globally, with varying advertising mechanisms. To reach potential customers through
paid search advertising, an advertiser needs to select the right keywords, write effective ad copy, and
choose the relevant landing page. To capture all potential customers, there are usually multiple keywords
(Li et al., 2016).
When a user enters a search query or simply types words into Google, the search engine returns organic
and paid search listings or sponsored links. Unlike traditional products, digital content (e.g. organic
search results) can be offered free because the marginal cost required for additional production is close to
zero (Seoung Na et al., 2017).Users searching for more popular keywords are more likely to be satisfied
by organic listings because they know exactly what they are looking for, and organic listings provide
detailed information about the subject. On the other hand, those using less popular keywords are more
inclined to click on sponsored search ads (Jerath et al., 2014), in which links are ranked sequentially.
Figure 4 shows the general form of this process from advertiser to end user on Google’s display ad
network. Several advertisers can bid simultaneously for the same keywords; typically, Google uses a
variant of what is called a second price auction, in which the buyer does not have to pay their full bid
amount but only that of the next highest bidder.
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Figure 4: Sponsored search advertising overview

Google combines bids with multiple quality factors such as expected click-through rates (CTR), landing
page and ad relevance, and expected impact of ad formats in calculating a score or rank for each ad
(Google, 2014). Ranking and paid price against each click is determined by the second price auction
model; search engines also estimate the quality of an advertisement against each keyword for sequential
ranking (Nabout and Skiera, 2012). Ad ranking is considered to be of great importance, as consumers are
more likely to click on high-ranked ads than on those listed further down (Feng et al., 2007). While this is
the common understanding of search ranking systems, they may work differently in practice. Sometimes,
there is no difference in terms of clicks and sales even if the advertiser moves up the ranking hierarchy.
Where CTR and conversion increases with higher rank, price also increase; this is a tradeoff that
advertisers need to evaluate carefully, and this is only possible when advertisers have credible estimates
of the causal effect of position (Narayanan and Kalyanam, 2015). In the short run, advertisers seeking to
maximize transactional benefits are often better off by placing less emphasis on attaining top positions
(Agarwal et al. 2008). Similar arguments were made by Nadia and Skiera (2012) that better ranks likely
lead to higher prices per click and higher costs for SEM, with ambiguous consequences for profit.

Keyword selection also plays a major role in overall campaign effectiveness. Most keywords fail to
generate reliable advertising impacts and exhaust the sponsor’s advertising budget. Length of keyword is
negatively related to CTR (Li et al., 2010), but long-phrase keywords usually help to increase ad rankings
(at least initially). As users of specific keywords are not much affected by competition as compared to
those using more general keywords, the use of specific keywords allows sellers to profit from consumers
with concrete shopping goals by generating direct sales. On the other hand, general keywords can help
sellers to profit from indirect sales (Lu and Zhao, 2014). However, bidding for all general keywords is
not the right strategy, as managers need to carefully evaluate their consumers’ search behaviors in
noticing the product or brand (Nottorf and Funk, 2013).
Different search engines have solutions for better utilization of keywords. One such option is broad
match, where the search engine runs advertiser ads when consumers search either for the exact keywords
specified by the advertiser or for variations of those keywords, such as synonyms, singular and plural
forms, and misspellings. CTR increase is roughly 50% higher for exact match than for generic matching
options (Klapdor et al., 2014). Broad match can help to reduce management costs, but interestingly, if
major competitors start to use broad match, the advertiser’s profits will decrease, creating a prisoner’s
dilemma (Amaldoss et al., 2016).
As some users begin from a more general search, most big companies and brands invest heavily in almost
all related keywords. User search converts from general to branded search in what is known as the
spillover effect (Rutz and Bucklin, 2011). The academic literature has only mentioned important factors
like spillover and broad match, and detailed investigation is still pending; future research should
investigate their exact nature and practical implications in more detail.
Longer and shorter key phrases in different ad positions can also have an effect. In this regard, Kim et al.
(2014) introduced the concept of keyword attractiveness. They found that because words like free, great,
and save are more attractive to users, advertisers can alter user click behavior in their favor by using these
keywords. Their analysis also showed that attractiveness can explain user click behaviors in terms of
enhanced relevance.

Advertisers commonly run many ads for the same link or website against multiple keywords or phrases.
Usually, a customer will visit the website and leave but may well return by clicking another keyword link
not previously clicked. If for instance on their third visit the customer actually buys the product, it is
important to be able to attribute this conversion to a given keyword or phrase. This enables managers to
understand which keywords provide more conversions and to use these more frequently in future. It is
attributing the initial keyword responsible for conversion, known as attribution strategy. While Li et al.
(2016) identified two main attribution strategies—first click and last click—Google offers other strategies

such as last non-direct click, last ad words click, first interaction, linear, time decay, and position-based
(Google.com)

1.9.2 Social Media Advertising
Social media advertising is a relatively newer topic. Through social media, it is possible for companies of
all sizes to achieve marketing and branding goals at lower cost. Social media is used for various purposes
in organizations, such as advertising and promotion, branding, information search and especially in
building customer relation and other customers service activities (Parveen et al., 2015).The main players
in social media advertising include Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram and Facebook. User use these platforms
for various factors, like snapchat is more used for pastime, sharing problems, and improving social
knowledge, while Instagram users like to follow fashion and have the highest brand community
engagement. Twitter users had highest brand community identification and membership (Phua et al .,
2017) . IAPS constitute a major source of revenue for any SNS specially for Facebook. People (especially
Millennials) spend a lot of time on Facebook; one survey confirmed that nearly six out of ten Millennials
spent one hour or less on Facebook per log-in session, which undermines marketing communication
efforts (Duffett, 2014)
Social media differs significantly from sponsor search advertising. In the latter, a user shows a strong
interest in a subject by entering the appropriate keywords before encountering any paid or organic results.
In social media settings, however, users often have no intention of buying a product or service, as they
are more likely to be interested in connecting with their friends and family. For this reason, the typical
process of buying and selling does not fit as exactly here as in the other two categories of IAPS. Some
authors advocating social media advertising systems were found to emphasize the soft benefits for
advertisers in terms of building an information network or brand building. Paired comparisons indicated
that users more readily accept virtual brand communities than Facebook advertising and respond more
favorably to them. As well as placing more trust in virtual brand communities, Facebook users also
consider them less irritating (Chi, 2016). The purpose of social media should be to enhance business
branding by offering preferred customers direct communication with the brand, and businesses therefore
need to facilitate social media inputs (Hensel et al., 2010).
However, as paid listings (IAPS) are a major source of revenue for any social media site, it must be
acknowledged that this is very powerful medium for marketers seeking to target people according to their
preferences. A majority of users do not see Facebook as an information source, nor do they purchase
products because of Facebook; users of these social sites spend time there primarily for fun or digital
socialization. In this frame of mind, they are less likely to be favorably disposed to direct advertising, as
one of the benefits of social networks is to escape from the overflow of ads on other sites (Maurer, 2011).
There is evidence that users tend to avoid advertising in SNS for a number of reasons: to protect their

privacy or because they have had negative experiences, consider it irrelevant, or are skeptical about
advertising persuasion in social media (Hoy and Milne 2010; Kelly et al., 2010).
Consumers do not trust the information acquired from online social networking sites (Kelly et al., 2010).
However, Facebook ads perform better when they include written or graphical content (as compared to
motion video). This may be because the current Facebook interface supports pictures and text better than
motion videos (Kim et al., 2015).
In contrast, studies by Boateng and Okoe (2015) have established that people have a positive view of
SNS advertising and corporate or brand names play an important role in its acceptability. For managers,
the best strategy is to maintain a balance, offering consumers quality information rather than quantity
(Hansson et al., 2013). Barreto (2013) also found that advertising that truly engages the customer is more
likely to be accepted on social media sites and is more powerful than banner ads. Advertisements
displayed on SNS provide entertainment and information content or impressions, increasing the
advertisements worth (Saxena and Khanna, 2013) and making it advantageous to increase the congruity
of ads on social media to the customer’s ongoing interests and discourse. For example, if a Facebook user
is discussing buying shoes, an advertiser can monitor the newsfeed to identify the user’s end purpose—if,
for instance, it is for a school party, it makes sense to display fashionable, trendy shoes to this particular
user. If a user employs social media for connection and relationships, the ads should be designed to
capture this, displaying ads about social events, movies, and books rather than an ad that sells a product
(Zhang and Mao, 2016). Advertising in online social networks (OSNs) is more useful than targeting
individual persons, as group intention can create a sudden interest toward a particular product (Soares and
Pinho, 2014). It is important to know how exactly to target OSNs by considering all relevant factors,
including practicality, cost, price, and (most importantly) returns. OSNs can also be a double-edged
sword; if a group’s likes increase an ad’s creditability then its dislikes will adversely affects that
creditability. Research on the core advertising aspects of social media lacks an industry perspective, as
studies tend to focus on user attitudes and perceptions, and there is no systematic empirical overview
(Knoll, 2016). Measuring the performance of a social media campaign is also very different; the worst
outcome represents is no engagement with the campaign, but this is not exactly true of social media, as
the rules of engagement are very different for SNS (Hoffman and Fodor, 2010).

1.9.3 Display Advertising
This category is considered classical, in that Internet advertising has its roots in display advertising. In
this context, it is important to distinguish between sponsored search ads and display ads. The latter are
placed in the websites that consumers browse, and it does not matter from where they are linked. In
contrast, search engine advertising displays on the result page when a user enters a keyword query. As
discussed earlier, the user shows a prior interest in a particular subject by entering their desired keywords.
Secondly, while the structure of search engine ads is normally standardized in the form of text with web

links, and the advertiser has little control over its design and layout, display ads come in various sizes and
may differ in content orientation (Luo et al., 2011).
Banner ads are typically found at the top of a web page in a horizontal rectangular format. Other formats
include skyscraper, which refers to a rectangular-shaped ad whose height exceeds its width and is
vertically positioned along the side of a webpage. These skyscrapers tend to grab more attention than
horizontal banners because they are closer to the information-rich task area than horizontal banners
(Kuisma et al., 2010). As display ads enable customization of ad format, duration, content, and
occurrence, researchers have tried to find the appropriate balance between these key factors in the
interests of better attention and therefore better results. This variety can make an ad complex or easy to
comprehend; if a banner ad is difficult to process, an increase in time duration can positively affect user
attitude because there is more time to process complex information. On the other hand, if an ad is easily
processed, this may first enhance and then undermine respondent attitude, following a U-pattern (Wang
et al., 2013). Rich formats like flash animation are considered more attractive than a static banner ad; an
animated ad does not initially attract attention, but with repeated short exposure, animated ads achieve
better results than static ads (Lee et al., 2013). Animation also has a positive effect on attention to
skyscrapers but impacts negatively on attention to banners (Kuisma et al., 2010). Rich media interactive
ads (motion video) are another type of display advertising that engages users and captures high levels of
user interactivity (Rosenkrans, 2009). Some banner ads that come with a pulldown menu score better on
attention than static banners primarily because this offers the user a unique format and greater
information appeal (Brown, 2002).
The effectiveness of display ads is easier to understand if we also take account of the product itself, in
terms of low or high involvement. While high-involvement ads fare better with rich media formats, lowinvolvement product ads are more successful when text-based (Flores et al., 2013). These ads should be
placed according to the website’s content—for example, sports-related products should be advertised in
the sports pages of a newspaper.

1.9.4 Realtime Bidding: Future of Display Ads
As display advertising is one of the oldest Internet marketing tools, its ecosystem has become complex
because many players now contribute to its different stages. It is also a challenging system because data
flows (from advertiser to consumer) can involve dozens of different corporate players (Perlich et al.,
2014). The introduction of real-time bidding (RTB) (a.k.a. programmatic buying), which allows bidding
on a display ad impression as it is generated, means that the display advertising landscape is changing
rapidly. Before the emergence of RTB, the display advertising market was mainly divided into premium
contracts and ad networks (Yuan et al., 2013). RTB differs fundamentally from sponsored search
auctions, which involves bidding against selected keywords (Zhang et al., 2014).
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Fig 5: Fig 5: Simplified ecosystem for RTB (programmatic
buying) and display advertising

The RTB process commences when an advertiser requests a demand-side platform (DSP) to run an ad
campaign that meets their requirements in terms of budget, target audience, and duration. When the user
visits the publisher website, the web browser or mobile app sends the user’s preferences, contact details,
and location to the publisher. The publisher will check whether the contracted advertiser is available; if
not, the ad request is sent to RTB exchange or supply-side platforms, which then create a bid request and
send this to all DSPs. The RTB exchange will decide the bid price based on an ad agency request and
sends this information to the particular RTB exchange. The RTB exchange decides the winning bid after
some specified time and notifies the winning DSP, which then requests the ad from ad agency and sends
to RTB exchanges to be sent to the publisher for final display to the user (Adikari and Dutta, 2015). In
short, RTB allows an advertiser to buy an impression as it is created.

1.10 Discussion
In the IAPS literature, digital advertising around was found to be divided into three main categories:
search engine advertising, display advertising, and social media advertising, all of which use and sell
advertising spaces or IAPS. These categories are mutually independent; from an industry point of view,
campaign mechanics, payment method, audience selection, and results differ across categories, with
different managerial yield.
In the case of SEA, previous studies have focused on keyword selection, bidding strategy, and search
engine ad ranking systems. With keywords and advertiser bidding strategy as inputs, the search engine
provides output to the desired audience in terms of sequential ranking, using the second price auction

model (Nabout and Skiera, 2012). From an advertiser perspective, it is crucial to bid on the right
keywords. Defining the advertiser keyword strategy depends on many factors, including target market,
nature of the business, and analysis of data from past campaigns. Keyword selection also plays a major
role in overall campaign effectiveness, as most keywords do not generate reliable advertising impacts and
exhaust advertising budgets (Li et al., 2010). According to the literature, advertisers need to decide
whether to use long-tail keywords, general keywords, or keywords with a buzz factor (e.g., attractive
keywords like sale, free, or save) (Kim et al., 2014). Whether using broad match or exact match, they
must determine the most appropriate ad rank and related keywords.
The current literature blurs the distinction between general and attractive keywords. As bidding on
attractive keywords can increase CTR for exact match, advertisers can benefit from a more focused
approach to keywords in terms of its target audience and its product. On the other hand, broad match can
help to reduce management costs, but if major competitors start to use broad match, this reduces the
advertiser’s profits and creates a prisoner’s dilemma (Klapdor et al., 2014). Big companies that bid for all
kinds of words normally benefit from the spillover effect; the customer may start out from basic research,
with no particular idea about the brand, later shifting to brand-related research because the desired
product is associated with that particular brand (Rutz and Bucklin, 2011).
The scarcity of academic studies on social media in relation to IAPS hinders nuanced understanding.
Much of the available literature reports unfavorable responses to social media advertising in social
networks (Maurer, 2011) because of privacy concerns or a lack of relevance, as well as skepticism about
persuasion (Hoy and Milne, 2010; Kelly et al., 2010). Certainly, users spend time on social media for
purposes other than looking at ads (Maurer, 2011). However, social media networks like Facebook earn
most of their revenues from advertising, and principally from IAPS, in a variety of forms that include
App Engagement, App Installs, Brand Awareness, Clicks to Websites, Event Responses, Lead
Generation, Local Awareness, Offer Claims, Page Likes, Page Post Engagement, Store Visits, Video
Views and website conversions (Facebook.com).
It’s very important to connect with user in a way that they are not offended by the advertised content, so
paid content should be integrated to become part of the community, creating a connection between user
needs, peer approval, and the advertisement. “Content is king;” certainly, this is true for social media.
Without great and appealing content, one’s voice cannot be heard above the noise of social media
marketing.
The mechanics of display advertising were simple at the outset: buying and selling of spaces on different
websites as a direct transaction between publisher and advertiser. But as time passed, more and more
players emerged: demand-side platforms, supply-side platforms, ad exchanges, and ad networks. RTB ,
which facilitates bidding on a display ad impression as it is generated, is very different from Sponsored

Search Advertising, where they bid on selected keywords (Zhang et al., 2014). RTB is also known as
programmatic buying, which means that every online ad impression can be evaluated, bought, and sold—
all individually, and all instantaneously. Enabling exchanges and buyers to work systematically together
to sell and bid on ads, it means that every impression can be cost effective and placed in front of the right
person at the right time (Green, 2012). This is the future of all online display advertising.

1.11 Limitations
The first limitation of the present study is its device specificity; as a basic research premise, we
considered only Internet advertising on desktops or laptops, excluding mobile devices in the interests of
clear classification of the literature. From an industry perspective, the introduction of smart phones has
made it easy for users to perform the same basic functions that were previously possible only with
desktops or laptops. Now, users can check and reply to email messages, and there are mobile applications
for mainstream websites like Facebook and Google. As more people switch to mobile, companies are
investing more in mobile advertising than ever before, and this trend will continue to grow in the years
ahead. For that reason, another review on mobile advertising in future can offer a broader perspective.
Secondly, we favored the term “advertising” over “marketing,” as advertising is generally taken to mean
paid or consciously initiated by a company, either directly or through intermediaries. For clearer results,
we have included only paid advertising spaces (IAPS) that may appear on any website, search engine, or
social media site. While this has helped us to effectively segregate the literature, it also somewhat limits
the view of digital advertising on the macro level. A company can adopt other important paid initiatives
such as email marketing, blogging, and search engine optimization, but by considering only defined
advertising spaces around the web, those other components of digital advertising were excluded from our
research.
Video advertising has seen tremendous growth in recent years, and eMarketer (2016) expects US digital
video ad spending to see double-digit growth annually through to 2020. While Facebook and others can
be seen as strong contenders in the video space, YouTube remains the go-to platform for about threequarters of brands engaging in digital video advertising. Stats show that extended use of video tools has
increased the online video culture in social networks (Penni,2016)

Online video culture is on the increase as the statistics showed that the extended use of video tools have
become part of the social capital and the intensity of social network use
This kind of advertising can take many forms, as for example at the start or in the middle of a YouTube
video. Again, the basic premise of this research did not extend to the full range of video advertising, and
further studies are needed in this niche.

Although the present study aimed to review all studies of relevance to digital advertising and searched a
broad range of keywords, we cannot be sure that the selected articles represent the full range of relevant
research. It is possible that some articles related to social media advertising were not captured by the
search terms, and other relevant articles may not have appeared in the chosen databases.

1.12 Future Research Directions
This paper has identified many new dimensions for possible future research, either on the broad
foundation of the current findings or through further investigation within each domain. At the broader
level, it will be important to properly establish the classification of domains of Internet advertising for
mobile devices, as mobile advertising spend is increasing rapidly. It will also be important to see what
happens when boundaries are removed and the current research is extended in scope. So far, we have
studied Internet advertising only in relation to IAPS, which has helped to better classify the literature.
However, removing this boundary (and others like that between marketing and advertising) should yield
interesting and more comprehensive findings.
Our domain-related findings also highlight important directions for research. First of all, most of the
many important studies relating to search engine advertising dealt primarily with optimal bid prices,
keyword selection, and ranking priorities under various circumstances. It is intriguing to see the
algorithmic effects of a search engine on SEA. For instance, Google changes its algorithm regularly, and
while most of the changes directly affect organic search listings, there may also be indirect impacts on
paid advertising. Indeed, any algorithmic change in organic search can also affect paid search. This
becomes more important when Google changes Rank Brain—an artificial intelligence system it uses to
monitor search results, making changes where necessary and ultimately guiding the development of their
core search algorithm (Forbes, 2015).
Most of the existing studies related to social media advertising have neglected paid advertising content.
Instead, social media is seen as more appropriate for brand building and other indirect marketing methods
on the basis that because the purpose of social media is fun, interaction, and related personal elements,
any direct corporate interference or commercial activity would be viewed negatively by the user. This
may be logically correct, but analysis of revenue streams for social media reveals that selling paid content
tops the list. In short, companies favor paid content on social media because it yields the desired results,
perhaps because companies are targeting users at the right time and place, as in online social networks.
As this will not necessarily be viewed negatively by users, further exploration of paid content in social
media offers new avenues of research.

Real-time bidding (or programmatic buying) is a key topic in the future of display advertising, including
more detailed research on improving efficiencies and optimal biddings. Retargeting is one aspect of RTB
that also warrants further research to explore different retargeting methods and operational running
feasibilities for different companies. In general, further empirical investigation of RTB is critical for
accessing its different advertising dimensions.

1.13 Conclusion
Studies of Internet advertising are still in their infancy. The present research is unique in that no previous
literature review has dealt specifically with IAPS (Internet Advertising Paid Slots/Spaces). This paid
form of internet advertising, usually found in the upper, lower, or left side of website, social media, or
search engine pages, should not be reduced to banner advertising, which is just one instance of this
broader domain. No previous literature review has specifically addressed Internet advertising that
includes only paid listings/content appearing only on laptop or desktop devices. It is interesting to note
that IAPS comprehensively maps the academic literature primarily because most Internet advertising
centers on this particular area without naming it. From an advertising industry perspective, these slots
account for most of the industry’s revenues. Under IAPS, we have identified three relevant domains:
sponsored search advertising; 2) social media advertising; and 3) display advertising.
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Highlights
•

Digital advertising literature revolves around IAPS in three basic domains 1) search engine
advertising 2) social media advertising 3) display advertising

•

These categories are mutually independent; from an industry point of view, campaign mechanics,
payment method, audience selection, and results differ across categories, with different
managerial yield

•

Most of the literature of digital advertising revolves around IAPS but without naming it

•

For Search Engine Marketing, previous studies have focused on keyword selection, bidding
strategy, and search engine ad ranking systems

•

The scarcity of academic studies on social media in relation to IAPS hinders nuanced
understanding. Much of the available literature reports unfavorable responses to social media
advertising in social networks

•

Programmatic buying and RTB is the future of display advertising

